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 The TIME function also accepts a TIMEVALUE argument. If TIMEVALUE is a value in decimal format or time in 24-hour
format, the TIME function automatically converts the TIMEVALUE into a TIME. Examples of TIME and TIMEVALUE.
Selecting the Correct TIME Format for Time Values. You can format the cell using a number format, such as time, date,

money, text, or percentage. One approach is to create a time value with Excels built-in time-parsing functions. See TIME and
TIMEVALUE. The DATE and TIME functions are used to evaluate a date and time value. Creating a Time-Value on the
Worksheet. However, many businesses still use number format as the default formatting. Many formulas can be written to

produce a time, such as the following:. The following formula evaluates the time from 09:30:00 to 17:30:00. Time Functions
and Formulas. For example, you can specify the number of milliseconds since midnight to be evaluated by the function. The
number of hours and minutes may be used. Each time interval starts with the first time value and continues until the last time

value. Time is an essential element in our daily lives. It is a part of the calendar and an important means of measurement.
Functions can be called directly in formulas, like a subroutine. The TIME function is used to evaluate a time value. This article
describes the formula syntax and usage of the TIME function in Microsoft Excel. Description. TIME( hour, minute ) Convert

Excel Time Format. Excel has built-in functions to convert time to a string value, including the DATE function, which returns a
string representation of a date. The TIMEVALUE function is used to convert a time to a number format. Time values can be

represented in many different formats. Excel has built-in functions to convert time to a string value, including the DATE
function, which returns a string representation of a date. Time values can be represented in many different formats. The TIME
function is used to evaluate a time value. The following formula calculates the difference between the current time and 9:30 a.
This is used to reference a period of time, such as a minute, hour, day, or week. TIMEVALUE Function. Returns the decimal
number for a particular time. Home > Excel 2007 Tutorials > Time Functions Time Functions Time Functions and Formulas
We use the TIME function for various reasons. Selecting the Correct TIME Format for Time Values. Excel Excel has built-in

functions to convert time to a 82157476af
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